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Download free Explanatory notes to the harmonized
system (2023)
the harmonized tariff schedule of the united states hts sets out the tariff rates and statistical categories for all
merchandise imported into the united states the hts is based on the international harmonized system which is
the global system of nomenclature applied to most world trade in goods the harmonized system is a
standardized numerical method of classifying traded products it is used by customs authorities around the
world to identify products when assessing duties and taxes and for gathering statistics the hs is administrated
by the world customs organization wco and is updated every five years what is the harmonized system hs
new training opportunity for the private sector more information the harmonized commodity description and
coding system generally referred to as harmonized system or simply hs is a multipurpose international product
nomenclature developed by the world customs organization wco hs 2022 which is the seventh edition of the
harmonized system hs nomenclature is used worldwide for the uniform classification of goods traded
internationally and has been accepted by all contracting parties to the harmonized system convention it shall
enter into force on 1 january 2022 read more harmonized tariff schedule hts hts search modifications e learning
module help informational listing regarding the harmonized tariff the usitc office of tariff affairs and trade
agreements is responsible for publishing the harmonized tariff schedule of the united states annotated htsa the
harmonized commodity description and coding system also known as the harmonized system hs of tariff
nomenclature is an internationally standardized system of names and numbers to classify traded products it
came into effect in 1988 and has since been developed and maintained by the world customs organization wco
formerly the customs hs 2022 which is the seventh edition of the harmonized system hs nomenclature is used
worldwide for the uniform classification of goods traded internationally and has been accepted by all
contracting parties to the harmonized system convention it shall enter into force on 1 january 2022 the
harmonized tariff schedule of the united states annotated for statistical reporting purposes hts is published by
the u s international trade commission commission as directed by congress in section 1207 of the omnibus trade
and competitiveness act of 1988 hs codes or hts codes also known as the harmonized commodity description and
coding system or simply the harmonized system are a standardized international system to classify globally
traded products the system was first implemented in 1988 and is currently maintained by the world customs
organization hs stands for harmonized system and refers to the single universal and global classification system
for most traded goods and products hs codes are used in most shipping processes internationally they are six
digits long and consist of a chapter and heading the harmonized tariff system hts provides duty rates for
virtually every item that exists the hts is a reference manual that is the size of an unabridged dictionary
experts spend years learning how to properly classify an item in order to determine its correct duty rate for
instance you might want to know the rate of duty of a wool suit hs 2022 which is the seventh edition of the
harmonized system hs nomenclature is used worldwide for the uniform classification of goods traded
internationally and has been accepted by all contracting parties to the harmonized system convention it shall
enter into force on 1 january 2022 to be suitable together or to make different people plans situations etc
suitable for each other harmonize with the garden has been designed to harmonize with the natural landscape
the plan is to harmonize make similar safety standards across all the countries involved the globally
harmonized system of classification and labelling of chemicals ghs is an internationally agreed upon standard
managed by the united nations that was set up to replace the assortment of hazardous material classification and
labelling schemes previously used around the world last modified mar 07 2024 the procedures under this
rulings program apply to requests for binding classification rulings under the harmonized tariff schedule hts
and certain marking origin nafta and applicability of trade program rulings the world customs organization wco
council has approved explanatory notes as the official interpretation of the harmonized tariff schedule and they
are a crucial addition to the harmonized system hs their guidance covers the scope of each heading listing the
main products that each position includes and excludes and their technical 1 to play or sing in harmony 2 to be
in harmony transitive verb 1 to bring into consonance or accord 2 to provide or accompany with harmony
harmonization ˌhär mə nə ˈzā shən noun harmonizer ˈhär mə ˌnī zər noun synonyms agree assort blend chime
the following drafts list proposed changes to the harmonized tariff schedule as a result of changes in the
international harmonized system hs nomenclature the original document of the harmonized system committee
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harmonized tariff schedule Apr 28 2024

the harmonized tariff schedule of the united states hts sets out the tariff rates and statistical categories for all
merchandise imported into the united states the hts is based on the international harmonized system which is
the global system of nomenclature applied to most world trade in goods

harmonized system hs codes international trade administration Mar 27
2024

the harmonized system is a standardized numerical method of classifying traded products it is used by customs
authorities around the world to identify products when assessing duties and taxes and for gathering statistics
the hs is administrated by the world customs organization wco and is updated every five years

what is the harmonized system hs world customs organization Feb 26
2024

what is the harmonized system hs new training opportunity for the private sector more information the
harmonized commodity description and coding system generally referred to as harmonized system or simply
hs is a multipurpose international product nomenclature developed by the world customs organization wco

world customs organization Jan 25 2024

hs 2022 which is the seventh edition of the harmonized system hs nomenclature is used worldwide for the
uniform classification of goods traded internationally and has been accepted by all contracting parties to the
harmonized system convention it shall enter into force on 1 january 2022 read more

frequently asked questions faqs about tariff classification Dec 24 2023

harmonized tariff schedule hts hts search modifications e learning module help informational listing regarding
the harmonized tariff the usitc office of tariff affairs and trade agreements is responsible for publishing the
harmonized tariff schedule of the united states annotated htsa

harmonized system wikipedia Nov 23 2023

the harmonized commodity description and coding system also known as the harmonized system hs of tariff
nomenclature is an internationally standardized system of names and numbers to classify traded products it
came into effect in 1988 and has since been developed and maintained by the world customs organization wco
formerly the customs

world customs organization Oct 22 2023

hs 2022 which is the seventh edition of the harmonized system hs nomenclature is used worldwide for the
uniform classification of goods traded internationally and has been accepted by all contracting parties to the
harmonized system convention it shall enter into force on 1 january 2022

harmonized tariff schedule of the united states 2018 basic Sep 21 2023

the harmonized tariff schedule of the united states annotated for statistical reporting purposes hts is published
by the u s international trade commission commission as directed by congress in section 1207 of the omnibus
trade and competitiveness act of 1988
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hs hts codes 2024 lookup finder for harmonized codes Aug 20 2023

hs codes or hts codes also known as the harmonized commodity description and coding system or simply the
harmonized system are a standardized international system to classify globally traded products the system was
first implemented in 1988 and is currently maintained by the world customs organization

an importer s guide to hts codes ups Jul 19 2023

hs stands for harmonized system and refers to the single universal and global classification system for most
traded goods and products hs codes are used in most shipping processes internationally they are six digits long
and consist of a chapter and heading

determining duty rates u s customs and border protection Jun 18 2023

the harmonized tariff system hts provides duty rates for virtually every item that exists the hts is a reference
manual that is the size of an unabridged dictionary experts spend years learning how to properly classify an
item in order to determine its correct duty rate for instance you might want to know the rate of duty of a
wool suit

amendments to the hs nomenclature wco trade tools May 17 2023

hs 2022 which is the seventh edition of the harmonized system hs nomenclature is used worldwide for the
uniform classification of goods traded internationally and has been accepted by all contracting parties to the
harmonized system convention it shall enter into force on 1 january 2022

harmonize english meaning cambridge dictionary Apr 16 2023

to be suitable together or to make different people plans situations etc suitable for each other harmonize with
the garden has been designed to harmonize with the natural landscape the plan is to harmonize make similar
safety standards across all the countries involved

globally harmonized system of classification and labelling of Mar 15 2023

the globally harmonized system of classification and labelling of chemicals ghs is an internationally agreed upon
standard managed by the united nations that was set up to replace the assortment of hazardous material
classification and labelling schemes previously used around the world

requirements for electronic ruling requests u s customs Feb 14 2023

last modified mar 07 2024 the procedures under this rulings program apply to requests for binding classification
rulings under the harmonized tariff schedule hts and certain marking origin nafta and applicability of trade
program rulings

explanatory notes to the harmonized tariff schedule Jan 13 2023

the world customs organization wco council has approved explanatory notes as the official interpretation of the
harmonized tariff schedule and they are a crucial addition to the harmonized system hs their guidance covers
the scope of each heading listing the main products that each position includes and excludes and their technical

harmonize definition meaning merriam webster Dec 12 2022

1 to play or sing in harmony 2 to be in harmony transitive verb 1 to bring into consonance or accord 2 to
provide or accompany with harmony harmonization ˌhär mə nə ˈzā shən noun harmonizer ˈhär mə ˌnī zər noun
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modifications to the harmonized tariff schedule united Nov 11 2022

the following drafts list proposed changes to the harmonized tariff schedule as a result of changes in the
international harmonized system hs nomenclature the original document of the harmonized system committee
is included as a reference final report full report pub3851 report body explanation of changes changes appendix
a
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